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Abstract— Single modality wireless power transfer has limited
depth for mm-sized implants across air/tissue or skull/tissue
interfaces because they either suffer from a high loss in tissue (RF,
optical) or high reflection at the medium interface [ultrasound
(US)]. This article proposes an RF-US relay chip at the media
interface avoiding the reflection at the boundary and enables
efficient wireless powering to mm-sized deep implants across
multiple media. The relay chip rectifies the incoming RF power
through an 85.5% efficient RF inductive link (across air) using
a multi-output regulating rectifier (MORR) with 81% power
conversion efficiency (PCE) at 186 mW load and transmits using
adiabatic power amplifiers (PAs) to the implant in order to
minimize cascaded power loss. To adapt US focus to implant
movement or placement, beamforming was implemented using
six channels of US PAs with two-bit phase control (0◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ ,
and 270◦ ) and three different amplitudes (6–29, 4.5, and 1.8 V)
from the MORR. The adiabatic PA contributes a 30%–40%
increase in efficiency over class-D and beamforming increases the
efficiency by 251% at 2.5 cm over fixed focusing. The proof-ofconcept powering system for a retinal implant, from an external
PA on a pair of glasses to a hydrophone with 1.2 cm (air) +
2.9 cm (agar eyeball phantom in mineral oil) separation distance,
had a power delivered to the load (PDL) of 946 µW. The
2.3 mm × 2 mm relay chip was fabricated in a 180 nm highvoltage (HV) BCD process.
Index Terms— Adiabatic power amplifier (PA), beamforming,
implantable medical device (IMD), in-depth powering, inductive powering, multi-output regulating rectifier (MORR), phased
array, power relay, retinal implant, ultrasonic power transfer,
wireless power transfer.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

MPLANTABLE medical devices (IMDs) are a promising
approach for treating a variety of disorders including paralysis [1]–[3], stroke [3], epilepsy [4], and vision loss [5]–[7]
due to their ability to interface with high specificity within
tissue. Modern IMDs use wires and large bulky batteries
which can cause tissue damage and infection [8]–[10]. Recent
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research has been aimed to miniaturize IMDs and reduce
power to alleviate these complications, which has enabled
wireless powering solutions [11]–[16].
Wireless powering has a few distinct advantages for mmsized IMDs. Compared to bulky battery solutions, the implant
can be further miniaturized with small transducers. The
longevity of the device can be extended since it is no longer
limited by battery life. Eliminating the wire mitigates the risk
of infections and also helps simplify the surgery [17].
Current wirelessly powered IMDs are either powered by
RF, optical (light), or ultrasound (US). Each modality has its
own advantages and disadvantages. Near-field RF has high
efficiency when the transducer size is comparable to the separation distance and minimally interacts with tissue, making it
good for shallow implants that are under layers of heterogeneous material such as neural implants [18], [19]. Optical has
the potential for extreme miniaturization since the wavelength
is extremely small and the receivers (Rx) can be integrated
on-chip [20]. However, scattering in tissue limits the implant
depth in most applications except the eye. US has favorable
properties including low-loss propagation [21], [22], high
allowed power intensity [23], and good transducer coupling
due to mm wavelengths [14]. Because of these reasons, US has
been used for powering IMDs for various sensing applications
including blood pressure [24], imaging [25], electrochemical
sensing [26], [27], and neural recording [15], [28], [29]. However, it has high loss at the interface between air and tissue or
bone and tissue [30].
Some implant applications require that the power be
transferred across multiple media. When the difference in
impedance between various media becomes large, there is a
significant loss at the interface due to reflections. For example,
power must pass through the skull and then brain tissue for
powering neural implants, and then through the air and then
the eye for retinal implants. For US, the difference in acoustic
impedance for the above examples is large, resulting in almost
all of the power being reflected [30]. This becomes critical
when the wireless link must be efficient to supply power
near the safety limits (few mWs). This is the case for the
future brain–machine interfaces (BMIs) which seek to interact
with the brain or retina with high resolution and large scale,
and therefore the power must be high to maximize channel
count [31], [32].
To pave the way for these future BMIs that have requirements of millimeter-sized, cm depth across multiple media,
and mWs of power, new wireless powering solutions are
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needed. Single modality solutions are limited: RF and optical
cannot power at depth with high power and US has a large
interface loss due to acoustic impedance mismatch across
multiple media.
This article is an extension of the work described in [33].
We expand on this work with additional circuit descriptions,
analysis of the adiabatic power amplifier (PA) operation, and
new measurements including the XY plane acoustic beamforming and a new ex vivo wireless power transmission experiment through a pig eye.
The article is organized as follows. In Section II, we propose an RF-US relay system with beamforming capability to
address the challenges of wirelessly powering deep implants
across interfaces between different mediums and describe
considerations for the RF inductive link, rectifier, and US link.
Section III dives into detailed circuit descriptions and analysis
of the rectifier, power management unit (PMU), and US PAs.
The system performance is characterized in Section IV with
measurements of the rectifier, US PAs, acoustic link, and full
end-to-end wireless link. Finally, Section V concludes and
compares the RF-US relay system to state-of-the-art implant
wireless power systems.
II. P ROPOSED S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
Our proposed solution to power mm-sized implants at cm
depth across multiple media is to utilize the strengths of both
RF and US similar to [30]. A cm-sized relay, as shown in
Fig. 1, is placed at the interface of the two media around
1 cm deep and converts incoming RF power to US power.
The RF inductive link can transmit power efficiently across
the cm air or skull layer, and US can be focused on deep mmsized implants in the tissue. The relay, which comprises an Rx
coil, relay chip, and piezoelectric array, converts the received
RF power to direct current (DC) electrical power on the chip
and then converts the electrical power to US via PAs and the
piezo array.
By converting RF to DC and then US instead of directly
to US [30], we can control the amplitude and phase of each
piezo element, fundamentally enabling dynamic control and
programmability of the transmitted power in space through
beamforming. Beamforming is critical for powering IMDs
because the tissue can move, the implant can move within
the tissue, or the surgical placement can be inaccurate.
In addition to assisting with beamforming, amplitude control
enables power transmission control. For implants that are
closer, farther away, or require different power levels, the
transmitted power needs to be adjusted accordingly. For this,
multiple voltage supplies are needed. Specifically, a dynamic
high-voltage (HV) supply is needed to cover the dynamic
range of cm variation and power requirements ranging from
μWs to mWs.
Although the relay architecture takes advantage of the
strengths of RF and US, adding a relay inherently adds a
cascaded power loss that must be minimized to avoid degrading the system efficiency to performance comparable to single
modality solutions. The efficiency of each piece, shown in
Fig. 1(d), is optimized in order to minimize this loss. The

Fig. 1. (a) RF-US relay adopted to a retinal implant powering application.
(b) Conceptual image of the proposed RF-US relay system for wireless power
transfer across the boundary of different media for deep mm-sized implants.
The relay rectifies incoming RF energy and transmits US to wirelessly power
the implant. (c) RF-US relay adopted for a deep brain implant application.
(d) Simplified block diagram of RF-US relay and its associated cascaded
power loss.

system efficiency is given by
ηsystem = ηRF-Inductive-Link × ηPCE × ηUS-Link
ηPCE = ηRect × ηReg × ηUS-PA

(1)
(2)

where the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of the relay comprises of the rectification of the RF signal, voltage regulation,
and conversion to power.
In Sections II-A–II-C, we will discuss the optimization
and design decisions for the RF inductive link, multi-output
regulating rectifier (MORR) that generates the multiple supply
voltages, adiabatic PA, and US beamforming.
A. RF Inductive Link Design
The first piece of the system efficiency to optimize is the RF
inductive link efficiency (ηRF-Inductive-Link ). For wireless power
transmission in air, RF powering is one of the most wellestablished approaches among common modalities for providing high power density within a constrained specific absorption
rate (SAR). Since the maximum geometrical parameters are
already set by the application, the main design choice is
the operating frequency. Considering the available frequency
bands, we chose the 40.68 MHz power carrier frequency
band in the industrial-scientific-medical band (ISM-band) as
a tradeoff between higher coil quality factors and rectifier
switching loss. Lower frequency bands such as the 13.56 MHz
band have lower coil quality factors and higher ISM bands
such as 433.92 or 915 MHz degrade the PCE for alternating
current (AC) to DC conversion at the rectifier due to higher
switching loss, which is proportional to frequency [34].
The near-field RF inductive link is designed following the
iterative design procedure in [35] with a consideration of
existing interconnection to the coils in actual powering system implementation, and its electrical/geometrical parameters
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TABLE I
E LECTRICAL AND G EOMETRICAL PARAMETERS FOR THE
N EAR -F IELD RF I NDUCTIVE L INK D ESIGN

Fig. 3. Electromagnetic (EM)-simulated SAR field averaged over a volume
of 1 g of tissue for the HFSS eyeball model while delivering 186 mW to the
load through the RF inductive link.

Fig. 2. Simulated PTE (red) and coupling coefficient k12 (blue) of the RF
inductive link versus eye rotation.

are summarized in Table I. In the high-frequency structural
simulator (HFSS) from ANSYS Inc. (Canonsburg, PA, USA),
the designed RF inductive link can achieve 86.6% simulated
power transmission efficiency (PTE) with no eye rotation and
83.6% PTE with 15◦ eye rotation, which is likely to be the
maximum angle between the transmitter (Tx) coil and Rx
coil during the system operation (see Fig. 2). The maximum
simulated SAR averaged over 1 g of tissue across the HFSS
eyeball model is 0.361 W/kg (see Fig. 3), which is below the
FCC regulation, 1.6 W/kg, when the power delivered to the
load (PDL) is 186 mW.
B. Overview of RF-US Relay Chip
The next piece of the system efficiency to maximize is the
PCE (ηPCE ) which occurs on the RF-US relay chip as shown
in Fig. 1(d). The PCE is made up of the rectifier efficiency
(ηRect ), regulation efficiency (ηReg ), and the US PA efficiency
(ηUS-PA ). The chip is roughly divided into the PMU for ACto-DC power conversion/voltage regulation (ηRect × ηReg ) and
six-channel PAs (ηUS-PA ) for US beamforming. Fig. 4 shows
a detailed system diagram including a detailed breakdown of
the main circuit blocks of the chip.

Fig. 4.

Detailed block diagram of the RF-US relay chip.

Two key designs are used to maximize the PCE. First,
the MORR generates and regulates the three supply voltages,
needed for programmable amplitude and phase beamforming,
including a HV supply in a single step to maximize ηRect ×ηReg
while avoiding additional cascaded power loss, as explained
in Section III-A. Second, adiabatic low-voltage (LV) PAs,
discussed in Section III-C, can improve electrical-to-US PCE
by recycling stored charges on parallel capacitors when driving
capacitive piezo loads.
To accommodate HVs, class-D HV PAs with an adjustable
HV supply allow adjustment of power levels and the flexibility to drive different types of transducers such as piezos,
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piezoelectric micromachined ultrasonic transducers (PMUTs),
capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducers (CMUTs),
and thin-film piezos such as polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)
and its composite variants. Overall, the increased efficiency
from the MORR and adiabatic PAs helps reduce the cascaded
power loss and reduces the heating on the relay, allowing for
higher transmit power.
C. US Link and Beamforming
The final piece of the system efficiency is the wireless
power transmission from the relay to the implant ηUS-Link [see
Fig. 1(d)]. US was selected for power transfer between the
relay and implant due to low loss propagation (0.1 dB/cm/MHz
in the vitreous [36], 0.5–1.0 dB/cm/MHz in tissue [21]),
high transduction efficiency, beamforming/focusing capability
[14], [37], and finally a high power safety limit of
7.2 mW/mm2 (tissue) and 0.5 mW/mm2 (eye) [23]. For example, at 1 MHz, the wavelength is around 1.5 mm, which we
can match to the implant Rx for good transducer coupling and
beamforming. Beamforming is critical in implant scenarios
due to the movement of the implant or tissue over time and
variations in implant placement.
For application 1, the retina application [see Fig. 1(a)], the
thickness of the piezo has to be less than the scleral contact
lens thickness, which is typically <1 mm [38]. This means
that we either use the thickness mode at a high frequency
which requires many piezo elements or use a lower frequency
with the area expansion mode [39]. For this proof-of-concept
system, the area expansion mode is used to achieve a large
transmit aperture with a small number of piezo elements.
For a given frequency, the US link is a function of Tx
and Rx aperture sizes [40]. Given our transmit aperture size
(12 mm × 12 mm) and receive aperture (1.5 mm diameter),
the simulated end-to-end US link focusing efficiency (ηUS-link )
using the Field II US simulator at a depth of 2.5 cm [41],
[42] was 2.18%. Compared to [30] which has a US PTE
of 0.66% at 3 cm depth, this link has higher efficiency due
to slightly smaller depth and larger Tx and Rx apertures.
However, unlike [30] that has a fixed focus, the proposed
US link will be programmable to enable dynamic, adaptive
focusing. For comparison, a similar link using midfield RF
powering across 1 cm of air and 4 cm of tissue to a 2-mm
diameter implant achieves 0.04% efficiency [43].
III. C IRCUIT D ESIGN AND C ONSIDERATIONS
A. MORR and Startup PMU
This section first covers the architecture selection for the
PMU and then the implementation details of the MORR and
startup (SU) PMU.
To maximize ηRect ×ηReg and therefore the system efficiency,
we must carefully select the architecture of the PMU. Fig. 5
shows different possible architectures including conventional
HV-compliance wireless power Rx generating multiple voltage
supplies and our proposed MORR. The conventional structures
shown in Fig. 5(a)–(c) all have limitations either with voltage
tunability, external component count, or cascaded power loss.
The conventional power conversion structure with parallel

Fig. 5. Conventional structures versus the proposed MORR. (a) Multiple rectifiers with multi-tapped inductor and individual tuning capacitors. (b) Single
low voltage rectifier with step-up and step-down voltage converters. (c) Single
high voltage rectifier with step-down converters. (d) Proposed multi-output
regulating rectifier.

rectifiers in Fig. 5(a) has more external capacitors for tuning the resonant frequency of the secondary coil, and less
control on the absolute rectifier voltage outputs due to the
fixed ratio of the multi-tapped inductor [44]. More common
power conversion structures include a rectifier and DC-to-DC
converters as shown in Fig. 5(b) and (c) [45]. The rectifier
converts the received ac power across an Rx coil into dc power,
and the DC-to-DC converter steps up/down the voltage. This
two-stage power conversion structure imposes cascaded power
losses and results in a lower overall Rx PCE. To improve
the limited PCE, direct resonant current- or voltage-mode
battery charging [46], [47] and reconfigurable resonant regulating rectifiers [48], [49] were proposed. More recently,
a dual LV output regulating rectifier [50] was proposed for
applications that require different voltage supplies and output
power depending on the operation mode. However, these prior
works are not suitable for IMDs which may require HV,
typically over 10 V, and multiple different supplies. Examples
include neural stimulators, implantable ultrasonic imagers with
CMUTs, and RF-US power relay implants to power neural
probes using beamforming. To address the needs of the above
applications, we designed an HV-compliance MORR and integrated it into the RF-US relay chip.
Next, we will cover the circuit implementation and detailed
operation of the MORR which generates and regulates three
voltage supplies including an HV supply in a single step. Fig. 6
shows key operations of the MORR. There are three current
paths for generating each of the supply voltages. The control
of SW1−3 by the switching pulse generator determines which
path the current from the coil flows into. For HV generation,
the HV diode conducts when VIN >VHV and converts the
incoming AC voltage into the DC HV (VHV < 32 V) when
SW1 is on. As shown in Fig. 6(a), the HV diode consists of
two p-type 36 V laterally diffused metal-oxide semiconductors (LDMOS) for current conduction and a V th cancellation
circuit to improve the PCE by reducing the voltage drop [51].
The DC HV is controlled by carefully tuning the output power
of the external Tx.
The SU operation is as follows. The HV input bandgap
reference (BGR) and the 4.5/1.8 V HV input linear regulators
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Fig. 6. (a) Operation modes of MORR for the HV, 4.7 and 2 V rectifier
output paths and (b) corresponding waveforms.

start operating with the HV supply that is generated from the
HV rectifier. The SU power-on-reset (POR) voltage, VSU_POR ,
becomes high with ∼200 μs delay after the 1.8 V HV
input linear regulator output (VSU18 ) becomes stable. Next, the
switching pulse generator for the LV regulating rectifiers starts
operating with enabled VSU_POR .
For the operation of the two LV paths, the pulse delay
modulation (PDM) switching pulse generator controls the half
period switching timing to ensure that there is no reverse
leakage current through SW1−3 . When SW1 is off, the stored
current (i L2 ) in the L 2 C2 tank charges CLV1 or CLV2 . During
this phase, VCP instantly changes from 0 to either VLV1 or
VLV2 , same as the in-phase current mode of the work with
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTs) components in [52]. When
VLV1 and VLV2 reach the target regulating voltages (4.7/2 V),
switching pulses are skipped for voltage regulation. Pulse skipping modulation (PSM) was adopted since switching losses
for SW1−3 dominate conduction losses for light loads at high
switching frequency [34], [53].
Fig. 7 shows the detailed schematic of the switching pulse
generator and its key waveforms. A pulse skipping block
followed by the zero-crossing detector (ZCD) (VZCD ) generates
a pulse train (VPS2 ) every N cycles of VZCD and another pulse
train (VPS3 ) one cycle after VPS2 . As shown in Fig. 7(a), the
ZCD circuit consists of five transistors and a buffer stage.
Given that the power carrier frequency is 40.68 MHz, the
ZCD was designed to have ∼300 MHz unity-gain bandwidth
and sufficient gain (40 dB) at 40.68 MHz. The simulated
delay times at the rising and falling edges are 1.3 and 2.4 ns,
respectively. The delay induced by the ZCD itself and buffer
stages followed by the ZCD can be calibrated by the PDM
circuit, which will be explored later in this section. To optimize the switching losses and conduction losses of SW1−3 ,
N = 4 was chosen. Two comparators monitor the divided
voltages from the regulating rectifier output voltages (VLV1
and VLV2 ), which are VSPL5 and VSPL2 . These are generated
using 1/4 and 3/5 resistive dividers, respectively. When VSPL5
or VSPL2 is higher than VHV_BGR , the pulse skipping block
skips the pulse of VPS2 or VPS3 for VLV1 or VLV2 regulation.
VPS2 , VPS3 and their summed pulse, VPS1 , are fed into separate

Fig. 7. (a) Block diagram for PSM and PDM. (b) Circuit topology for ZCD.
(c) Waveforms for voltage regulation and maximum power transfer efficiency.

Fig. 8. HV regulator to generate 4.5 and 2 V supplies for the MORR control
circuitry during initial SU.

pulse delay generators so that SW1−3 can be nearly aligned
with the positive portion of i L2 . A finite-state machine (FSM)
compares past and present values of VSPL5 stored at a voltage
sampler and adds or subtracts timing delay with a three-bit
up/down counter. When VCP reaches its maximum, outputs of
the counter are locked to fix the delay of the switching pulses.
The outputs of the pulse trains are level-shifted from 1.8 to
4.5 V and buffered by 4–5 stages with a fan-out of 3, the final
stage being ∼1/10 of the switch size. SW1 is a transmission
gate with a 5 V PMOS with active body biasing (ABB)
(8/500 nm) and a 5 V NMOS (8/600 nm). SW2 and SW3
are 5 V PMOS devices (4/500 nm) with ABB.
The top left of Fig. 8 shows the schematic of the singlepole dual throw (SPDT) power switch which further reduces
power loss by switching to the more efficiently generated
VLV1 after SU. The right side of Fig. 8 shows the HV
regulator implementation for generating VSU45/18 to ensure
stable HV operation. By intentionally lowering VSU45 0.2 V
below VLV1 , two integrated Schottky diodes can redirect the
power path when VLV1 becomes stable. For stable operation
across the voltage range (<32 V), VSU45/18 are designed with
stacked 36 V HV LDMOS and 5 V diodes (D1−3 ) to limit VGS
for M P6 , M P7 , and M P8 under 5 V, which is the breakdown
voltage for the LDMOS. M N 7 and M N 8 improve stability
in the light load condition by intentionally pulling current
from VSU45/18 . However, when VHV goes higher, the quiescent
current of linear regulator becomes larger since M N 7 and M N 8
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leak more current. To reduce the leakage current at HV, M P9
is stacked over M N 7 and M N 8 and controlled by VCtrl . Since
VCtrl moves along with VHV , VGS for M P9 becomes smaller
and eventually zero when VHV rises.
B. Main PMU
Following the MORR, the main PMU further regulates the
output voltages for the analog and digital domains. As shown
in Fig. 4, the main PMU consists of a BGR, a 4.5 V lowdropout (LDO) regulator, 1.8 V analog/digital LDOs, a POR,
and a negative charge pump (CP). Once VLV1 and VLV2 generation for the SU PMU is stabilized, the main PMU regulates
three voltages (4.5, 1.8 V analog, and 1.8 V digital) to supply
cleaner voltages for the four-channel LV PAs since the inherent
power supply rejection ratio (PSRR) of the LDOs suppresses
the noise on VLV1 and VLV2 . The post-layout simulated values
of PSRR for 4.5 and 1.8 V LDOs are −28.8 and −40.5 dB
within DC-to-1 kHz bandwidth both with 0.2 V dropout
voltage and with 2 mA and 500 μA current loads, respectively.
The negative CP sets the HV ground 5 V lower than VHV
for the level-shifted PMOS gate drivers to avoid the gate
oxide breakdown of the HV devices in the HV PAs. The POR
provides an enable signal to the digital circuits for the PAs.
C. Ultrasound PAs
US PAs are designed to maximize ηUS-PA and therefore
the overall system efficiency while maintaining the flexibility to drive multiple types of transducers including piezos,
PMUTs, CMUTs, and thin-film piezos for different applications. To achieve this, the PA should be able to operate from
100s of kHz to 10 MHz depending on the transducer and
resonant mode selected. Two types of US PAs were designed
for this chip: adiabatic PAs which maximized the efficiency
for nominal operation and HV PAs to accommodate implants
that require higher power or are placed deeper in the body.
HV PAs were implemented using HV 29 V LDMOS devices
operating in class-D mode as shown in Fig. 4. HV allows
the transmitted power to be adjusted and can also be used to
drive high-impedance transducers. The piezo acts as a filter
to remove the high-frequency components, so no additional
filtering is needed. Since LDMOS devices can only handle a
small Vgs , we used HV level shifters [54] to allow operation
across a wide voltage range (6–29 V) for driving frequencies
up to 10 MHz.
For the LV PAs, we increased the efficiency of driving
capacitive piezos by implementing adiabatic PAs. When
driving a capacitive load, the energy stored on the capacitance
is dissipated through the switches on each cycle and decreases
the PCE of the PA. One way to alleviate this problem is to
use an inductor to resonate out the capacitance, but at MHz
frequency and pF capacitance, this results in large inductors in
the mH or μH range, which is too bulky to implement on-chip.
The same problem is faced in digital circuits for clock
drivers with large capacitive loads, which can be solved using
adiabatic charging [55], [56]. The voltage recovered can be
boosted by increasing the individual capacitor size and the
number of parallel capacitors.

Fig. 9.
Adiabatic PAs for increasing efficiency of driving capacitive
piezoelectric loads. Two-bit programmable phase allows beamforming to the
implant.

The basic operation of the differential adiabatic PA is as
follows. First, the load is charged to the supply voltage. Next
the parallel capacitors are connected one at a time to extract
charge from the load; in steady state, the voltage on each of
the parallel capacitors is an intermediate voltage between the
supply voltage and ground, so that connecting the capacitors
to the load will create the downward blue staircase pattern (see
Fig. 9). Once the final capacitor is disconnected, the load is
shorted, and the capacitors are then reconnected to the load in
the opposite polarity one at a time in reverse order to charge
it using the energy stored on the parallel capacitors forming
the red upward staircase pattern. The recycling of charge by
the parallel capacitors will restore the voltage to Vflip , at which
point the supply voltage charges the load to replenish the lost
energy. This cycle describes the first half period; the cycle is
repeated for the opposite polarity to complete one period of
the driving waveform. The detailed derivation of the adiabatic
efficiency is described in Appendix A. The ratio of the voltage
after charge recycling is
Vflip
nx
=
VDD
1 + (n + 1)x

(3)

where n is the number of parallel capacitors and x = C f /C P ,
the ratio of the parallel capacitor (C f ) to the load capacitor
(C P ). The efficiency of the adiabatic PA neglecting control
circuitry is given by
η=

4β 2 sinc(1 − a)2

Vflip 2
π 2 RC P f 1 − VDD
+ 4β 2 sinc(1 − a)2

(4)

β =

VR
= 
VPiezo

R

R 2 + 2π f L S −

(5)



a ≡ 1−

trise
.
tperiod

1
2π f C S

2

(6)

These equations dictate that n, x, and a should be maximized
to improve the efficiency since R, C S , C P , and f are already
determined by the transducer [see Fig. 10(a)]. In other words,
we would like to minimize the transition time and maximize
the number of parallel capacitors and their values. To enable
operation up to 10 MHz, we chose a = tperiod /4, C f = 30 pF,
and n = 4 since it becomes increasingly difficult to efficiently
generate the short pulses required to control the switches as
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Fig. 10. (a) Typical piezo impedance of a PA channel and piezo circuit
model. (b) Efficiency for ideal adiabatic PA for a different number of flipping
capacitors (n) and waveform rise times. Piezo model parameters for a typical
PA channel are shown. (c) Photograph of the piezo array. (d) Beamforming
simulation of 12-element piezo array.
Fig. 11.

n is increased. The efficiency equation is plotted with a in
Fig. 10(b) for a different number of parallel flipping capacitors
(n) for the typically extracted impedance model parameters at
850 kHz. As a comparison, the efficiency for class-D mode
is shown as well. From our model, we expect about a 37%
increase in efficiency with adiabatic mode compared to a
class-D mode for our implementation.
The circuit implementation is shown in Fig. 9. The circuit
uses a delay-locked loop (DLL) to generate the short pulses
to save power compared to using a clock eight times faster.
The input clock at four times the center frequency increments
a two-bit accumulator to create four clocks (S[0], . . . , S[3]) at
the center frequency offset by 90◦ of phase for adiabatic mode
shown by solid lines or two clocks (S[0], S[2]) for class-D
mode shown by dashed lines.
To implement beamforming, the phase of S[0], . . . , S[3]
for each channel can be modified by adding a two-bit phase
code to the accumulator. S[1] and S[3] are inputs to a DLL
that generates eight pulses per S[1] and S[3]. The output
DLL pulses and S[0], . . . , S[3] are then put through a lookup
table (LUT) to generate the control waveforms 1 , . . . , 14 .
The delay cells of the DLL were implemented using a current starved inverter chain and a five-bit thermometer current
DAC incremented or decremented the current reference for
the delay cells after looking at the eighth and ninth delay.
If both were low, then the delay was too long, if both were
high then the delay was too short, and if the eighth delay
was high and the ninth delay was low then the loop was
locked.
The simulated adiabatic PA efficiency to the real part of the
load was 75.6% for the load values shown in Fig. 10, with
an expected 66.5% efficiency to the radiation resistance for a
dielectric loss resistance of 50 . Compared to the simulated
class-D mode efficiency, adiabatic mode had an improvement
of 33.3%. This is a little lower than the model as expected
since signal generation and switch drivers were not taken into
account.

Die micrograph of the proposed RF-US relay chip.

Fig. 12. (a) SU waveforms for the HV rectifier and HV regulators. (b) Power
switch switching from VLV1 to VSU45 resulting in increased conversion efficiency of the MORR.

IV. M EASUREMENTS
A. Multi-Output Regulating Rectifier
To verify the operation of the MORR, we measured key
waveforms from the chip (see Fig. 11 for the die photograph). Fig. 12 shows measured transient waveforms during
the MORR SU with the SPDT power switch operation. All
SU circuits (VHV_BGR , VSU45 , and VSU18 ) power up within
240 μs, while the load capacitor (CHV = 1 μF) charges up
to 32 V. Afterward, VLV1 and VLV2 start charging up by PDM
and PSM switching operation with enabled VSU_POR . With
stabilized VLV1 , the SPDT starts drawing more power from
VLV1 since VLV1  VSU45 + 0.2 V as shown in Fig. 12. The
SPDT improves the PCE by ∼3% (simulation) at 186 mW load
(PL ), and this PCE improvement can be indirectly observed
by the VHV increase during the switch transition (see Fig. 12).
Fig. 13(a) shows the operation of the PDM. The current value
for 1/4 of VLV1 is compared to its past value every two cycles
of a 312.5 kHz reference clock divided from f 0 . The counter
adjusts the timing of SW1−3 up or down so that VLV1 increases.
When VLV1 approaches ∼4.5, 0.2 V lower than the target
regulating voltage, the PDM counter becomes locked in order
to avoid an oscillation due to counting up and down and
the PSM continues to regulate VLV1 to the target regulating
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Fig. 13. (a) Measurement of improved alignment of the switching pulse
with the inductor current once the PDM loop stabilizes (UP goes low and the
three-bit counter locks). The zoomed-in waveforms show a higher voltage at
the rectifier input (VCP ) after alignment. (b) PSM for the 4.7 and 2 V output
waveforms are shown.

voltage of 4.7 V. Fig. 13(b) shows the key waveforms for
voltage regulation by PSM. When VLV1 or VLV2 goes below
the target regulating voltage, CLV1 or CLV2 is charged through
closed SW2 or SW3 , respectively. The loop response of PSM is
∼10× faster than the one of PDM to avoid a conflict between
two loop responses. The measured line regulations for VLV1
and VLV2 are 1.4% and 0.6% when VHV = 5∼10 V. The
load regulation of VLV1 and VLV2 are 10.9 and 25 mV/mA
when the loads change from 0 to their maximums, which
are 10 and 2 mA, respectively. The measured PCE at the
target load power, 186 mW, is 81%. The PTE of the fabricated inductive link at f0 = 40.68 MHz is 85.5% when
R L = 537  corresponding to 186 mW at VHV = 10 V
[see Fig. 14(d)].
B. US PA and US Link
To verify the operation of the US PAs, they were characterized together with the US link. The power supplies
used for the US PAs (6–29, 4.5, and 1.8 V) were supplied
using a DC power supply to measure the consumed power.
The chip used four 4.5-V adiabatic channels and two HV
channels to drive the piezo array at 850 kHz consisting of
12 2 mm × 2 mm × 0.4 mm piezo elements spaced 1 mm
apart, with each channel driving two adjacent elements to
increase the aperture size given the limited number of channels. In this configuration, there is a negligible loss in focusing
efficiency when the US Rx is centered over the array compared
to a phased array with arbitrary phase control over each
element and increasing loss as the Rx is moved outwards.

IEEE JOURNAL OF SOLID-STATE CIRCUITS

Fig. 14. (a) Measured PA to US link efficiency comparing no beamforming,
beamforming mode, adiabatic mode, and class-D mode of the PAs with varying distances from the Rx (Z -direction). (b) The tradeoff between the available
power to the implant and PA + US link efficiency with increasing HV supply
voltage. (c) Comparison of PA + US link efficiency with lateral movement
(X–Y scan) comparing with fixed focusing and beamforming (focused) for
each point at z = 25 mm. Beamforming expands the region near maximum
efficiency to around a 4 mm range. (d) Measured inductive link efficiency
with frequency.

In Field II simulations, at a 3.5 mm offset in both the x and y
directions, the focusing efficiency is about half of an ideal
phased array. To potentially fit the array on a scleral lens
(<1 mm thick) for the retina application, we utilize the area
expansion mode to decrease the thickness. The piezo array
was submerged in mineral oil to mimic tissue loss, and the
acoustic power was measured using a 1.5-mm diameter needle
hydrophone (ONDA HNC 1500). The PA + US link efficiency
was calculated using ηUS-PA × ηUS-Link = PRX /Pdc,chip .
Performance was first characterized from 2.5 to 5 cm depths
(Z -direction) for the adiabatic mode, class-D mode, and beamforming mode as shown in Fig. 14(a). The adiabatic mode
shows a 30%–40% increase in efficiency compared to class-D
mode, which is in line with our calculation prediction of 37%
and our simulation of 33.3%. The efficiency range and variation with distance are due to variation in piezo impedances
within the array, which influences the improvement of adiabatic mode over class-D mode per channel. Depending on the
beamforming code, different channels will contribute more or
less to the final array efficiency. Beamforming mode compared
to unfocused mode has higher efficiency across the whole
range with about the same efficiency at the natural focus of
the array (3 cm) and a 251% improvement near the retinal
application distance of 2.5 cm. Next, we characterized the
tradeoff of adjusting the HV supply in Fig. 14(b) by sweeping
the HV supply and measuring the PA + US link efficiency as
well as the available power at the hydrophone. As expected,
increasing the HV supply allows us to increase the received
acoustic power but decreases the efficiency because the power
becomes dominated by the two HV channels, leaving most of
the aperture unused.
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TABLE II
C OMPARISON W ITH S TATE - OF - THE -A RT W IRELESS P OWERING S YSTEMS FOR mm-S IZED I MPLANTS

XY plane beamforming was tested across 16 points from
−6 to 6 mm from the center of the array. In Fig. 14(c) for fixed
focusing, power was focused to 25 mm away centered over the
array (x, y, z) = (0, 0, 25 mm) where the origin is the center
of the piezo array. Then, the hydrophone was moved across the
XY plane without adjusting the focus. For beamforming mode
(focused), the focus was changed for each point for maximum
efficiency. Compared to the fixed focus case which only has
high efficiency for a single point, focusing on each point can
maintain close to maximum efficiency of around 1.5% across
a 4 mm range.
C. End-to-End Wireless Test
The RF-US relay system is demonstrated through an in vitro
full wireless test as shown in Fig. 15 which includes the RF
PA, RF inductive link, the relay chip, and US link. An external
class-E RF PA drives the Tx coil on the glasses at 40.68 MHz
and transmits power to the Rx coil 1.2 cm away in the air.
The Rx coil receives the incoming AC power and powers
up the relay chip. The relay chip converts the AC power to
DC power to operate the six-channel PAs driving the piezo
array submerged in mineral oil at 850 kHz. The transmitted
passes through an agar eyeball phantom to the hydrophone
29 mm away. The reported end-to-end efficiency is defined as
the received acoustic power at the hydrophone divided by the
power drawn from the DC power supply for the RF PA. The
efficiency breakdown is shown in Table II.
Finally, we also verified the US PA + US link efficiency
through a fresh pig eyeball with the piezo array 26.2 mm
away from the hydrophone [see Fig. 15 (top left)] reaching
a peak acoustic received power of 0.794 mW and efficiency
of 0.83%. This efficiency, which includes the PA and US link
efficiency, is comparable to that of the US link in [30] which

Fig. 15. Full wireless in vitro test setup. An external RF PA drives the Tx
coil to power the chip through the air via the Rx coil. The chip drives the
piezo array submersed in mineral oil and a hydrophone measures the received
acoustic power (29 mm in Agar phantom and 26.2 mm in pig eyeball).

has a similar separation distance. Compared to a pure RF
solution [43] which has a similar separation distance and Rx
size, the end-to-end system efficiency of this work is about
seven times higher. The efficiency is slightly lower in the pig
eyeball compared to mineral oil due to the differences in the
speed of sound of tissue within the eye which causes additional
reflections, but we expect the efficiency to be higher in the
actual implant scenario when the epiretinal implant sits on the
surface of the retina; the US will not need to travel through
the retina, choroid, and sclera at the back of the eye.
V. C ONCLUSION
We have demonstrated the first RF- relay with beamforming
for powering mm-sized IMDs. To increase the system efficiency, the cascaded power loss from the multi-modality relay
approach was ameliorated with our rectifier and PA designs.
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The MORR generates three voltage supplies in a single step
to remove extra cascaded power loss terms. The adiabatic PA
re-uses energy from the capacitive part of the piezo load to
increase the driving efficiency.
To understand the comparison between the various state-ofthe-art implant wireless powering works in Table II, it is useful
to look at the distance to average Rx width ratio, as this helps
determine if we are in the strong coupling or weak coupling
regime. We expect in the strong coupling regime that inductive
links become very efficient as demonstrated by [18] and [19].
In the weak coupling regime when the distance to Rx ratio
becomes large, US links become preferred and can achieve
moderate efficiencies from 0.1% to 1% and PDL up to around
1 mW.
This work is the first to demonstrate US beamforming capability for powering implants with an RF-US relay. Compared
to [29], this work addresses the loss at the media interface, and
compared to [30], this work integrates the power conversion
from RF to DC to US in a chip to incorporate flexibility
in focusing with beamforming while maintaining higher PTE
with similar transducer sizes. To the best of our knowledge,
this work has the highest PDL while maintaining a higher
overall efficiency for links with similar Rx dimensions and
implant depth.
A PPENDIX A
A DIABATIC E FFICIENCY D ERIVATION

Vdn x n = Vn (1 + x n )
Vn + Vd(n−1) x n−1 = Vn−1 (1 + x n−1 )
...

(12)
(13)
(14)

V2 + Vd1 x 1 = V1 (1 + x 1 ).

(15)

Since we are interested in the steady state, we can equate
Vi of the discharging phase to the Vi of the charging phase.
Using the above set of equations we can solve for V1 , the
voltage on the load capacitor after the charging phase, which
is exactly the restored voltage from adiabatic charging Vflip


nx
V1 = Vflip = VDD
(16)
1 + (n + 1)x
Vflip
nx
.
(17)
=
VDD
1 + (n + 1)x
Note that x 1 , . . . , x n all contribute the same to the output,
so in order to maximize the voltage on the load capacitor we
set x 1 , . . . , x n = x.
B. Adiabatic Power Efficiency

To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first
derivation for the power efficiency of driving a piezoelectric
transducer load with an adiabatic PA. The derivation of the
upper bound efficiency of the adiabatic PA neglects the power
needed to generate control signals and assumes ideal switches.
A. Voltage Efficiency
This section will cover the derivation for the ratio of the
voltage recovered from adiabatic charging. A typical circuit
model for a piezo is shown in Fig. 10(a). To simplify the
analysis we will only consider the parallel capacitance (C P ) of
the load during the adiabatic charging parts, which allows us to
use charge balance equations to find the restored voltage. This
is a good approximation since charge sharing between parallel
capacitors in the PA happens at frequencies much higher than
the fundamental frequency, so the inductor L S will make the
series RLC path high impedance compared to C P .
We will denote V1 , . . . , Vn to be the steady-state voltages
on the parallel flipping capacitors C1 , . . . , Cn and define
Ci
.
(7)
xi =
CP
where Vd(i) denotes the voltage across the capacitor Ci after
discharge phase i . Starting from when the load is fully charged,
we write the charge balance equations during the discharge
phase as each capacitor Ci is connected to the load one at a
time to extract charge
VDD + V1 x 1 = Vd1 (1 + x 1 )

(8)

Vd1 + V2 x 2 = Vd2 (1 + x 2 )
...

(9)
(10)

Vd(n−1) + Vn x n = Vdn (1 + x n ).

Once discharge is finished, the voltage across the load is
shorted before capacitors are reconnected in reverse order one
at a time to recharge the load in the opposite polarity. We can
then write the charge balance equations for the charging phase

(11)

Now that we know Vflip , we will now derive how this
translates to power efficiency. To simplify the analysis, we will
assume that there is a sufficient number of parallel capacitors
such that the waveform approximates a trapezoidal waveform
with rising time trise , period tperiod , and pulsewidth τ .
The amplitude of the fundamental frequency of a trapezoidal
waveform by using the Fourier series is




trise
τ
τ
sinc
(18)
sinc
Vfund = 4VDD
tperiod
tperiod
tperiod

 

trise
4
sinc
Vfund = VDD
(19)
π
tperiod
where the wave swings from VDD to −VDD . The above simplification comes from the fact that the pulsewidth is always
half of the period for a symmetric waveform. Since we have
recovered some of the voltage from the adiabatic PA scheme,
the power used to recharge the capacitor per cycle from V1 to
VDD is
Pc = 2C P (V )2 f

(20)

Pc = 2C P (VDD − V1 ) f
1
.
f ≡
tperiod
2

(21)
(22)

The factor of 2 is from having to charge the capacitor twice
per cycle, one for each of the negative and positive polarities
of the differential waveform.
To calculate the PDL we first find the voltage division ratio
from the series inductor and capacitor impedance
β=

VR
= 
VPiezo

R


R 2 + 2π f L S −

1
2π f C S

2 .

(23)
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The PDL at the center frequency is

2

 
trise
βVDD π4 sinc tperiod

(24)

2R
sin(π x)
.
sinc(x) ≡
πx

(25)

Therefore, the power efficiency is the PDL divided by the sum
of the PDL and the power used to recharge the capacitance


β VDD ( π4 )sinc

η=

2R

2C P (VDD − V1 ) f +
2



trise
tperiod

2


2

t
β VDD ( π4 )sinc t rise
2R

4β 2 sinc(1 − a)2
η=


Vflip 2
π 2 RC P f 1 − VDD
+ 4β 2 sinc(1 − a)2
a ≡ 1−

(26)

period

trise
.
tperiod

(27)

(28)

C. Comparison With Class-D
To compare with the adiabatic operation, class-D efficiency
was also derived. We follow a similar derivation. The power
at the fundamental frequency for a square wave is
 
4
Vfund,D = VDD
(29)
π
and the power to charge the capacitor per cycle is
Pc,D = C P (V )2 f

(30)

Pc,D = C P (2VDD ) f.

(31)

2

Unlike the adiabatic case, the charging only happens once per
period and is done in a single step, so V = 2VDD .
The power efficiency of the class-D mode is
ηD =

(β VDD ( π4 ))

2

2R

4
βV
4C P VDD 2 f + ( DD2R( π ))
4β 2
.
ηD =
2π 2 RC P f + 4β 2

2

(32)

(33)
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